An edge coloring model is presented for a preemptive open shop problem. Constraints generated by a single resource have to be taken into account. The case of a renewable and of a nonrenewable resource as considered. Since the existence of a schedule is an NP-complete problem in both cases we present some cases which are solvable in polynomial time.
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Some preemptive open shop scheduling problems with a renewable or a nonrenewable resource B. de Werra
Introduction
In this paper our purpose is to present some models and algorithms for preemptive open shop scheduling where additional constraints generated by the presence of a resource R have to be taken into account.
The case where R is a nonrenewable resource (its consumption up to any given moment is constrained; for instance: money, fuel, etc.) or a renewable resource (its total usage at every moment is constrained; for instance: manpower, tools, etc.) will be examined. General scheduling problems with resource constraints are studied in [2]; here we 0166-218X/92/$OUO 0 1992 -Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
shall concentrate on open shop scheduling problems and extend some of the results presented in [lo] . Some open shop problems with resource constraints are discussed in [2, 5.31 . Such models are adapted to various problem types ranging from timetabling to computer scheduling (see [6, !?I and references in [2] ).
Since the general formulations lead to NP-complete problems, we shall mainly consider special cases which can be solved in polynomial time.
All graph theoretical terms not defined here can be found in [ 11. General techniques of combinat>rlJ optimization are presented in [7] .
Problem statement and model
A preemptive open shop scheduling problem is characterized by the following data:
(i) a collection 9 = { Pr , . . . , P,,l } of processors, (ii) a collection $= (Jt, . . . , J,J of jobs where each job Ji ccnsists of tasks Tlj , . . . , Tnj which have to be processed on PI, . . . , Pm respectively. The processing time pii of each qj is a given nonnegative integer. If pii= 0, we shall say that T1 does not exist. Preemptions are allowed during processing of any task.
No two tasks of the same job can bf: processed simultaneously. Furthermore each processor works on at most one task at a time.
Finding a schedule which minimizes the total completion time C is an edge coloring problem in a bipartite multigraph G = (9, $", E) obtained as follows: each processor Pi corresponds to a node of the left set 9 and each job J" <o a node of the right set 8. Each task qY with processing time pij is associated with a collection of pij parallel edges between Pi and J".
Clearly a lower bound on the total completion time of a schedule is given by d(G) = max max C pii, max C pij ,
which is the maximum degree of the nodes of G. It is well known that a schedule with completion time C=d(G) can be found. This follows from the theorem of Konig (see [ 11) . An edge k-coloring of a bipartite multigraph G = (9, ,$, E) is a partition of its edge set E into k matchings Ml, M2, . . . , Mk (a matching is a collection of node-disjoint edges). The chromatic index x'(G) of a multigraph G is the smallest k for which an edge k-coloring exists. So an edge k-coloring of G = (9, g, E) corresponds to a schedule with C= k. In fact in this scheduling problem, there exists always an optimal schedule in which preemptions occur only at integral times.
We can construct an edge coloring in a bipartite multigraph in polynomial time (see [9, IO] ); such a construction is based on network flows [S, 71. Let us now consider additional constraints generated by the presence of a resource Iz. First we examine the situation when R is a renewable resource.
Each task qj requires one unit of R during its processing; the availability of resource R is described by a sequence hr , hb . . . , h, of positive integers where hi is the number of units of R which are available during the ith time unit (or time period).
A feasible schedule (in q time units) will be represented by an edge coloring 6= This means that at period i, at most hi tasks are being processed. An example of this situation occurs in class-teacher timetabling: 9 is a set of teachers, g a set of classes (a class is group of students taking the same program) and 1, is the set of one-hour lectures to be given by teacher i to class j. Assume hi classrooms are available at period i, can one find a timetable in q time units? Here preemptions are usually allowed after any integral number of time units.
Let PROS be the problem of preemptive with renewable resource open shop scheduling. An instance of PROS is defined by a bipartite multigraph G = (9, $, E), a sequence hl, h2, .<., h, of positive integers with Notice that in PROS we may assume hl zs l I l I h, without loss of generality. Now we will consider the situation where we have a nonrenewable resource R. Each task T,] consumes one unit of R for each time unit in which it is being processed. Furthermore we assume that R becomes available in the following way: at '1\ availability of R We shall hence assume that there is a value q with hi10 (i= 1, . . ..q).
h,+h,+-+h,=IEI.
(2.6)
This assumption is not restrictive as can be seen.
Observe that a schedule with minimum completion time C must satisfy CI max(d(G), q); we may have C>max(d (G), q) as shown in the example of Fig. 2: d(G) = 3 = q. If we want a schedule with C= 3 we must schedule a& in period 1; then we can assign only three of the eight remaining tasks in period 2. Whatever choice we make (of three or less tasks), the remaining ones cannot all be scheduled in period 3. So any feasible schedule will have CZ 4. In fact a schedule with C= 4 can be found easily.
The problem of existence of a schedule in q time units satisfying (2.5) is equivalent to the existence of an edge coloring E? = (Mr, M2, . . . , Mq) for G = (9, $, E) with Notice that in PNOS we may not assume that hl s h2< .*. zs h, as was done in PROS. However we may assume that hl + h2 + .*. + h, = IE 1 for some qul(G); furthermore we allow the hi to be simply nonnegative integers (0 is not excluded).
PNOS arises for example in jobshop problems where some resource (energy) becomes available in given additional amount at the beginning of each period.
In the remainder of this papel we shall describe some special cases which can be solved in polynomial time; these are characterized either by the structure of G or by the form of H= (h,, hzr . . . , h,J. The special case where pij = 1 for tasks qj was handled in [lo] .
Additional variations on the open shop scheduling problem with resource constraints can be found in [2, 3, 9] .
Notice that since we are using representations of scheduling problems based on bipartite multigraphs, the algorithms will have a pseudopolynomial complexity (with respect to the input data); this is due to the number of edges in the multigraphs.
Basic properties of edge colorings
Before studying some special cases of PROS and PNOS we shall just recall a few basic results related to edge colorings.
Given a graph G = ( V; E), a sequence H= (h,, hZ, .=. , h4) of nonnegative integers satisfying h,ch2+e=Shq
(i=l,..., q) is color-feasible or simply feasible for G if there exists an edge coloring @?= (Mi,M2, . . . ,M,) of G with IMjl =hi (i= 1, . . ..q).
(3.1)
Here we allow hi=O; this means that @?' may use strictly less than q colors. Furthermore let si(H) = xi= 1 h,. For two nondecreasing sequences H = (hi, . . . , h,), H'= (h;, .a=, hi) we shall write HS H' if
q-1) and s,(H) = s,(H').
Notice that when s,(H) = IE I, (3.1) is equivalent to IA4i I I hi.
We first recall a result of Folkman and Fulkerson [4] .
Property 3.1 [4]. If H is color-feasible for G, then any H' with HsH' is colorfeasible for G.
A direct consequence is the following: We also recall a basic property (repeatedly used for obtaining Property 3.2). All graphs considered here will be bipartite multigraphs. For such graphs, edge -l=IMj'l.
colorings can be constructed in polynomial time by using network flow techniques (see l&93).
A sequence H=(hl, . . . . h4) is a composite sequence if it is the concatenation of two uniform sequences, i.e., if (3.2) holds for some pa q. As an example (2,2,3) and (2,3,5,5,(j) are composite while (1,3,5) is not.
Such sequences may occur in various applications; in the timetabling context (PROS) it may happen that at some periods a limited number of classrooms are available in one building. At the other periods, one may use another building having t classrooms. Feasible schedules will be associated to composite sequences.
In the jobshop problem (PNOS), it may be the case that at the beginning of each period the same additional amount h of resource R becomes available. In such a case we have a special case of composite sequence H. In some circumstances, we may distinguish between normal periods where h units of R become available and intensive periods where r> h units of R become available. Then we have a composite sequence H. Similarly Mp + I, . . . , Mq are replaced by A$+ l, . . . , Ad" with )A$+,1 *=a** I)MJ~~M;,+,~+l.
So we have a sequence (IM; I, . . . , IMi I) which is composite. Cl
We shall talk indifferently of edge colorings and of schedules in the next sections. A k-matching is the &joint union of k matchings. In a bipartite multigraph, a k-matching is a partial graph with degrees at most k. We will denote by v~(G) the maximum cardinality (or size) of a k-matching in G. For k = 1, a l-matching is a usual matching.
Some remarks on PROS
In this section we will briefly sketch some solvable cases of PROS. As mentioned above we assume that H=(h l, . . . , h4) is a nondecreasing sequence of positive integers satisfying (2.3) and (2.4) and G is a bipartite multigraph with maximum degree d(G). The following is an immediate consequence of Property 3.1. 
q). (4.2)
They are generally necessary for the existence of an edge coloring g = (Mr, . . . , Mq) satisfying (2.2). In general they are not sufficient as can be seen for the graph G of Fig. 2 with H= (hl,h2,h3)=(l,3,5) . Remark 4.3. In fact the same proof as above shows that conditions (4.2) are necessary and sufficient for the existence of an edge coloring Q = (Ml, . . . , M4) satisfying (2.2) in a bipartite multigraph G when
is color-feasible for G. 
IEI-h,--•*=--h,zIEI -v~_+(G)=IFI=IM~+,I+~~*+IMJ
Since hp+,+-~~ hqlhp+l + 1 we also have IM;I Ihi for i=p+ 1, . . ..q.
Hence condition (4.3) is sufficient. Cl
The case of PNOS
In terms of graphs the PNOS problem may be formulated as follows: given a bipartite multigraph G (with maximum degree d(G)) and a sequence H= (h,, . . . , h,) with q=d(G), hl + l *=+h,= IEI, does there exist an edge coloring S=(M,, . . ..M.)
satisfying (2.7)?
Observe that we may not assume that hl 5 h2 s l == 5 h,; in the example of Fig. 2 , there is no edge coloring 8= (Ml,M2,M3) if H= (1,3,5), but there is one if H=(3,1,5); it satisfies IM,l= lM21 =2, lM31 =5.
An edge coloring of G satisfying (2.7) will correspond to a feasible schedule for the sequence H; hl will be called acceptable for G if a feasible schedule exists. H= (h,, . . . , h,), there exists a nondecreasing sequence H * = (hr, . . . , h,*) such that H is accepiabie for G if and only if H* is acceptable for G.
Proposition 5.1. Given a bipartite multigraph G and a sequence

Proof.
We define an exchange procedure P(hi) between two consecutive terms hi, hi+1 of H with hi>hi+lm It consists in replacing hi and hi+ 1 by hf=L+(hi+hi+l)J and hi+I=r+(hi+hi+1)1 respectively. By repeated applications of the procedure P(hi) we will get a nondecreasing sequence H *.
Furthermore we will have H*I H. So if H is not acceptable for G, then H* wi!l not be acceptable either.
It remains to show that whcncver H is acceptable, so is H*. For this we will consider the sequence H' obtained after one application of P(hi). Since the left-hand side is integral, (2.7) is satisfied for i if p = 1. It is clearly satisfied when pr 2. Furthermore (2.7) is also verified for i+ 1; so we have in this case an edge coloring E?' which satisfies (2.7) for all values of i. Cl
As a consequence of Proposition 5.1 we may always assume in PNOS that the sequence H is nondecreasing. We will hence assume that the sequences are nondecreasing unless otherwise stated.
The following result is derived in [lo] from Property 3.1. Proof. Clearly if @? is an edge coloring satisfying (2.2), then it satisfies (2.7); so every feasible schedule of PROS is feasible for PNOS.
Conversely assume @? = (Ml, . . . , M4) is a feasible solution of PNOS; we will show that there exists a feasible solution of PROS. g satisfies (2.7); since s,(H) 1 IEI, we may have to reduce some hi in order to have s,(H) = IEI . This can be done as follows.
Consider the system (2.7); if all inequalitie-are strict, sue may reduce hl until one of the inequalities becomes an equality in (2.7) (if we decrease h, until it is zero before any inequality becomes an equality, we start decreasing h2, h3, . ..). Let i be the first index for which there is an equality in (2.7) and h:, . . . , h? be the new values of h 1, . . . , hi. We consider the graph Gi generated by Mr U i& U l -* U Mi; for Gi we have a nondecreasing sequence Hi* = (hr, . . . , h?) and an edge coloring (AI,, . . . , Mi) satisfying for t=l , . . . , i with equality for t = i.
It follows from Proposition 5.2 that there exists an edge coloring (Mr', . . . ,M'~) of Gi with I&'1 s hJ"s h, for t=l,...,i.
We consider next the graph G-M,'-0.. -M; and the sequence hi+ l 5 -5 h, and we repeat the same procedure, reducing hi+ 1 (and possibly hi+29 hi+39 . . . ) until for some j> i we get an equality in (2.7). A coloring (M;+ 1, . . . ,Mi) in Gj (generated by MilJ*m*UMj) with lM;l~h~~h~ for r=i+l , . . . , j can be found according to Proposition 5.2. After having used that procedure at most Q times we will have constructed an edge coloring (M;, . . . , Ali) of G with IIW$sh~~hi for i=l,...,q.
Observe that the new sequence H" = (hr, . . . , hz) may no longer be nondecreasing; it is however nondecreasing in each Gi; since h:s h, for r = 1,. . . , q we have constructed an edge coloring of G which satisfies (2.2). Cl 6. Graphs with maximum degree 3
As mentioned above PNOS is NP-complete even if d (G) = 3. So it is unlikely that there exists a polynomial algorithm in this special case. We may however try to characterize a class of bipartite multigraphs with d(G) = 3 for which conditions (4.2) are sufficient for the existence of a schedule satisfying (2.7) when they hold for every partial graph of G.
Consider the class of bipartite multigraphs G which do not contain the graph l M of Fig. 2 as a partial subgraph. Such graphs G will be called X-free. Notice that we do not require the partial subgraph to be an induced subgraph.
A bipartite multigraph G = (K E) is called RQS-perfect (for resource constrained open shop) if the following holds:
Given any subgraph G'=(V', E') of G and a nondecreasing sequence H'= (h;, . . . Proof. (a) * (b) Assume G is not s-free; then it contains the tree % of Fig. 2 as a partial subgraph. Then for the sequence H'--(1,3, S), no feasible schedule exists and conditions (6.1) hold.
(b) * (a) Assume G is not ROS-perfect; then there is in G a partial subgraph G' and a sequence H' for which conditions (6.1) are not sufficient for the existence of a feasible schedule. We must have A(G')=3 since it can be seen easily that any bipartite multigraph G' with A(G) s 2 is ROS-perfect. So q 2 3.
Furthermore conditions (6.1) are trivially satisfied for p = q (since sq(H') = IE'I 1 1E'I -vO(G')) and for psq-3 (since tions (6.1) for p=q-1 and p=q-2. for ail values i (1 s is q) except i= q -2 or i = q -1. This follows from the fact that qzA(G) and Cy=, hi= IE'I; such a schcduie is for instance obtained by taking Mi = 0 for i=l , . . . . q-3 and for (M+.2, &_ 1, M4) we construct a maximum 2-matching Fin G' (i.e., IF] = v2(G')) such that E'-F is a matching. So F will give M4_1 and M4; since IMq-J + lM41 = v%(G')z hi__ 1 + h;, (6.3) will hold for i=q -2. Now we have assumed that (6.2) is not sufficient for the existence of a feasible schedule for hi'. This means that any schedule g* = (M,, . . . , M,) satisfying (6.3) for i = 1, . . . , q -2, q will have Among ail 2-matchings with size at least h& 1 + h& let F be a 2-matching containing the largest possible l-matching. Let p be the size of the largest l-matching in F; then @<his y(G*). By definition of F no 2-matching F' with size IF'1 L IFI c8n contain a l-matching with size >p. We choose P such that it meets each connected component of F at most once. Notice that at least one ei (i even) of P must be out of F (otherwise F would contain a matching M' with IM'I >I). So P meets at least two connected components of F.
Let d&) be the number of edges of F which arc adjacent to node X; we have dF(xO) s 1 and dF&,,+ 1) I 1 since from the construction of M every node x with dF(x) = 2 is adjacent to one edge of M.
For each i (15 ir 2~) we may assume that dF(Xi) = 2. This can be seen as follows: let F,,F2, . . . . Fk be the connected components of F which are *met when P is traversed from x0 to x~~+ 1. Clearly the last edge of each t;;: (i<kj and the first edge of each F;: (i> 1) is some ezi_1 = [X2i_ r,xzi] EM. Every node x which is not the first or the last of some 4 has dF(x) = 2. Let X2i be the last node of some 4 (i< k); assume dF(X2i) = 1; then if dF(Xzi+ 1) = 1, we introduce e2i = [X2i, X2i + 11 into L" and we get a 2-matching F' with 1 F' I > IF I which contains M. It satisfieJ IF' j > 1 F* I, so F' cannot contain a matching with size >/?. By maximality of F, F' car-tot contain a matching with size fl. This is a contradiction.
If dF(Xzi+ I) = 2, we include e2i into F and remove the edge e E F-M which is adjacent to X2i+ 1. We get a 2-matching F' with I F'I = I FI which contains M and dF'(X2i+1)=2, dp(z)=dF(Z) for each node Z#Xzi+l in P.
This procedure can be repeated until all intermediate nodes z of P have dF(z) = 2.
With the same procedure we may introduce e. = [x0, xi] and ez,, = [~2~,x2~+ I] into F. Now we still have an augmenting chain P w.r.t. M; it meets at least two connected components of F. This implies that P has at least five edges.
Furthermore for some r 11, we have eo, el, . . . , tir E p;l and for some ~5 2p -1 9 e,,e,+1,
If xr+l is the last node of F, met by P, there must be an edge [x,+ 1, ~1 E FI -P (since dF(xr+ ,) = 2) and an edge [y, z] E F, -P (with z $ P): if there were no such ]y,z], eo,el, . ..) e,, IX,+ 1, y] would be an augmenting chain for M contained in F; this would contradict the maximality of M in F.
Similarly if X, is the first node of Fk met by P, there must be an edge [Xs, J] E Fk-Pand an edge [jj,z]EFk-P(with z$P). For each Ft (1~ t < k) the first node x2i+ 1 has some edge [x~~+ 1, U] E Ft -P with u $ P (because d F (X 2i+ r) = 2) and similarly the last node x2i has some edge [x~~, U] E F, -P with v $ P. Notice that u # v (otherwise we would have an odd cycle in G*) and [x~~+~, u] , [x~~, v] $A& If neither u nor v is adjacent to some edge of M, then Ix2i+ 1s u], F, n P, [xzi, v] is an augmenting chain w.r.t. M which is contained in F. Such a chain cannot exist, so at least one of u or v is adjacent to some edge of M.
So we have at least an edge [u, w] EM or an edge [v, w] EM in F,; observe that the edge may be [u, v] .
It now follows that there must be two consecutive connected components in 
Conclersioss
The results derived here consist essentially ir. solvable special cases of an NPcomplete problem. Such cases have applications in timetabling or in some special types of workshop problems. Their interest lies essentially in the fact that they could be used as a basis for developing heuristic procedures for the general case; or they could also be included in a general implicit enumeration procedure for obtaining exact solutions.
Another related problem arises when for each period i there is a unit cost Ci for processing a task during that period, one may have to find a schedule (M,, . . . , M,) such that zy.= 1 Ci IMi 1 is minimum. For solving this problem it may be helpful to be able to solve PNOS or PROS.
We have assumed that each task Tj requires exactly one unit of resource R. The more general case where the tasks require different amounts of resources seems to be more difficult; it does not seem that the techniques developed here for the special cases can be extended in a straightforward way to the general case of arbitrary resource requirements.
